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Introduction
In Romans 13:1-7, Paul writes to Christians at Rome circa AD 57 to be subject 

to governmental authorities. The reason Christians should submit is that “no authority 
exists except by God’s doing, and those that do exist have been put in place by God”
(V. 1). Consequently, to oppose such authorities is tantamount to opposing God (V. 2). 
Paul elucidates God’s use of such authority: a ruler is God’s servant to reward benefi- 
cence and to punish malefactors, even with the sword (w. 3-4). Therefore all must 
submit to it, acknowledging God’s use for the state in their conscience (V. 5). Paul calls 
these authorities “God’s servant for your good” (V. 4) and even refers to them as God’s 
λειτουργοί (“ministers”)—a word often used of finance officials but that in Christian 
language might carry sacral overtones (v. 6).ו All are to submit to these authorities by 
respectfirlly paying them tribute (w. 6-7).

From this passage (and others), the Lutheran Confessions conclude that Scripture 
“not only approves secular governments but also subjects US to them” (Apol XVI.6), 
and permits US to take part in “legitimate civil ordinances” as “good creations of God” 
(Apol XVI. 1; AC XVI) and to serve our neighbor actively in the state’s structures as 
judges, soldiers, and so on. This is a faithful interpretation of biblical teaching. Of 
course, an undiscerning satisfaction with this can spawn attitudes toward government 
and civil policy that are unbiblical and encourage un-Christian action—allowing US to 
use civil liberties as a “veil” for wickedness (cf. 1 Pt 2:16). In some cases, Christians 
reason that any behavior is legitimate simply if it is part of the structures of God’s good 
“secant.” This logic can extend also to policies and agendas, so that honoring this ser- 
vant necessitates espousing its ideology and silencing dissenting voices, because what the 
state supports must necessarily be what God commands (or at least happily permits?) 
his people to do. As Christian support for state-sanctioned atrocities attests, such rea- 
soning has wrought disastrous effects at various points in history.

In our context various governmentally advocated agendas and laws—particularly, 
though not only, in recent years—remind US that ٤٤American” does not always equal 
“Christian.” However, aided by a continually divided bipartisan system, it is all too easy
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to respond to government-sponsored iniquity by simply allying with the agenda and 
ideals of a different political party on the grounds that it opposes what we oppose. This 
may be a good move in certain respects, but it can be just as problematic as equating 
"Christian" with whatever the current reigning party advocates, because it still looks to 
an entity not bound to God’s word as a moral authority and allows our thinking to be 
shaped by it rather than by Christ (cf Rom 12:2؛ Eph 4:23؛ Phil 2:5؛ Col 3:10). The 
assumption that one’s preferred party (whatever party it is) represents the Christian 
ethos can facilitate unrepentant attitudes and actions when, for instance, Christians 
mimic toward their neighbors the hateful attitudes and rhetoric of that party’s politi- 
cians and media personalities in defense of a particular cause or ideal. Further, because 
American politics are both polarized and polarizing (and the situation is rarely different 
when theologians take up the politico’s banner), such a partisan poise can also blind 
one to the immoralities espoused by one’s favored party and can bring one quickly 
to dismiss others outright-no matter their positive stances. Whether this is due to 
well-intended pragmatism or something else, it leaves little room for dialogue among 
Christians called to discern God’s will (Rom 12:2؛ Eph 5:10).

Matters of Christian ethics are not adiaphora on which we can define ourselves 
merely in opposition to a party wrong on another issue. The Christian call to be faithful 
in doing right by all people—born and unborn, “rightly” and “wrongly” poor, ‘؛rightly” 
and “wrongly” rich, immigrant, foreigner, enemy, and prisoner—cannot be muffled 
by any law (cf Gal 5:23b), is not relativized when believers step into the realm of the 
state, and cannot be polarized simplistically along party lines. As labels, parties, and 
laws continually change, Christians must fear God more than being labeled “liberal” or 
“conservative” by their peers, must love God more than the comfort of partisan solidar- 
ity, and must continually submit themselves to God’s word in faithful discernment and 
repentant practice.

The intent of this article is not to resolve contemporary ethical and political 
questions, which would require addressing and evaluating various matters of policy and 
casuistty. This article is also not meant to encourage or discourage voting for any par- 
ticular candidate or p01icy.2 This article aims, rather, to make an exegetical contribution 
by offering observations on pertinent but often neglected features of Romans 13:1-2. 
These observations are intended to help in future theological and ethical dialogue. They 
will be presented as theses, followed by comment and discussion.

1. This text is addressed to Christians in the context of extra-ecclesial love.
Some have argued that this passage does not fit its immediate context and must 

be an interpolation.3 But no manuscript evidence supports this assertion, and issues 
of Style or argument provide little internal evidence to judge the passage inauthentic.4 
Indeed, though this text may appear an “alien body”5 within Romans 12-15, it neither 
contradicts nor breaks ftom Paul’s illumination of ways—both general and particu- 
lar—in which believers’ love is to manifest itself toward insiders and outsiders. As a 
consequence of the new life they do and will possess in Christ, Christians are depicted 
as priestly servants, presenting their individual bodies as one collective sacrifice to
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God as their worship (12:1). In 12:9-21 Paul uses strings of participles and adjectives 
to depict what the life of Christ’s body (12:4-8) is to look like among its members, 
all under the "heading” of “unpretentious love” (v. 9).6 Therein Paul punctuates this 
exhortative depiction with direct commands (w. 14, 16b, 19-21). This exhortation has 
both an intra-ecclesial emphasis, regarding Christians’ conduct toward other Christians 
(w. 10, 13, 16), and an extra-ecclesial emphasis, regarding Christians’ conduct toward 
“all” (w. 17-18; cf Gal 6:10; 1 Thes 5:15; and Ti 3:2, where this is also connected to 
submission to governmental authorities).7 Both are profoundly theological and socially 
impractical. Within the church, Christians are to treat one another like family members 
(“brotherly love,” V. 10), because all who are in Christ are God’s children and heirs 
with Christ, for they have a share in the promised offspring of Abraham (Rom 8:14-17; 
Gal 4:4-7; cf. 3:7-18; 4:21-5:1). This in-Christ relationship necessitates a change in 
interpersonal relations: for example, Philemon is expected to receive Onesimus back 
as a “brother in the Lord” and “in the flesh” merely because Onesimus has become a 
Christian (Phlm 15-18), an action that could have cost Philemon public honor and 
thus business. In contrast to their pagan neighbors־who, Tertullian says, used familial 
appellations as a “pretense of affection’’^—Christians are called to act with unpreten- 
tious brotherly love toward those in this “family.”9

Regarding outsiders, Paul encourages charity, peace, and submissiveness. This too 
would have had significant social consequences, especially in Paul’s final injunction to 
defer vengeance to God’s eschatological wrath:

Do not avenge yourselves, beloved, but leave that to [God’s] wrath, for it 
is written, “‘Vengeance is mine-Ι will repay!’ says the Lord.” Rather, “If 
your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him water. For by 
doing so you will heap coals of fire upon his head.” Do not be overcome 
by evil, but overcome evil with good. (Rom 12:19-21)

This final command seems of special interest to Paul not only in view of the number of 
words devoted to it but in that he felt a particular need to argue it on biblical authority 
(Dt 32:35؛ Prv 25:21). This causes it to stand out in form and tone from the preceding 
exhortations, which are poetically connected “like pearls on a string.”™ Such emphasis 
is to be expected, as this injunction involves matters of public (in)action and vulner- 
ability. Roman society knew no 911 calls and very little due process for those on the 
lower end of the social chain: “nothing short of a major riot or the murder of a member 
of the elite was likely to attract the attention of the urban cohorts or vigiles, the local 
force whose main remit was to deal with fires. You were on your own—or, rather, you 
were part of whatever group you belonged to that might defend you.”٦٦ If a member 
of the congregation was wronged, honor and survival demanded that the “family” seek 
vengeance. One might have expected that Paul’s exhortations to “brotherly love” would 
entail precisely such vengeful efforts from Christians on one another’s behalf, and here 
Paul protects against such potential misunderstanding. Modern readers might be sur- 
prised to find Paul, in the name of unpretentious love, exhorting Christians to effective- 
ly shame their enemies with “burning coals” of kindness, but this is a small concession
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when injustice would empirically triumph if vengeance were not enacted.
Rather than seeking to vindicate God through the ^.vindication of his people, 

Paul calls Christians to endure in the assurance that Godwin vindicate them at the 
judgment. Christians will, in a derivative way, participate in judging outsiders by vir- 
tue of their association with the Judge (Mt 19:28 and parallel1 ؛ Cor 6:2-3؛ cf. Rom 
2:27), but this universal act ofjltdging is only to commence on the last day. Until then, 
judgment and punishment are only to be enacted within the church—and even then 
are aimed at the sinner’s contrition and repentance (1 Cor 5:1-6:8; 1 Tm l:19b-20). 
Wrongdoers and persecutors outside the church are not to he recompensed except by 
God’s hand, which is here distinct from his people’s action.12 God does have a vengeful 
secant in the state (διάκονος ’4κδικος, Rom 13:4), but what his people are to rely on 
when wronged is God’s eschatological vengeance (12:19-20).

In anticipation of this vindication, Christians are called to care for their enemies 
despite a personal sense of justice—an act that bears witness to their salvation and their 
enemies’ condemnation (Phil 1:27-302 ؛ Thes 1:3-12).!3 Christians certainly did beg 
for this judgment with some impatience (echoing many psalms). But, as in Revelation, 
such cries are always met with a call to renewed patience coupled with the promise that 
God is in control and will bring vindication at a determined but unpredictable time, 
after wickedness and oppression are brought to their fitll measure (Rv 6:9-11؛ cf Dn 
؛ 9:24).8:23٦4

Romans 13:1-7 fits directly into this context. Here Paul is still dealing with 
Christians’ behavior toward outsiders and continues the more logical tenor that began 
in 12:19b.٦5 This time the outsider is the Roman government and its officials, and the 
Christians’ duty to "live peaceably with all” (12:18) necessitates non-retaliation toward 
(potentially abusive) Roman authorities.Romans 13:8-14 then continues to treat 
Christian behavior, but with a return to the intra-ecclesial focus on “one another.” 
Toward outsiders this means that Christians should render their dues (όφαλαι) to the 
authorities (13:7), but their only due (0φΠλσ6) to insiders is “love,” named five times 
in 13:8-10. Assurance of Christ’s return and God’s vindication calls for and enables 
believers to give up regard for themselves in service to God and neighbor and in sub- 
mission to the state. Paul does not break from his depiction of the church’s existence 
to expound a metaphysic of the state in 13:1-7؛ he is elucidating one entailment of 
Christian love as it relates to the Roman authorities, an issite likely on the mind of 
believers in the capital city.٦7 This suggests that, as we apply this pericope, our applica- 
tion should evince the spirit of Paul’s entire discourse here.٦8

2. The “authorities” Paul acknowledges are those of the Roman Empire.
This statement may seem obvious, but it bears repeating.!؟ Some applications 

skip immediately from governmental authorities in verse 1 to speak of all sorts of God- 
ordained authority structures from family to employers and beyond. This reads through 
the lens of Luther’s masterful exposition of the fourth commandment through natural 
law and his dictum that “the home is the source of all things public.’’20 However, if 
this move is made too quickly, it can distance Paul’s teaching from its original referent
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(Rome) and consequently lessen the force and, perhaps, the shock of what he says.2٦
There was plenty of reason for Paul’s addressees to resent Rome, economi- 

cally and theologically, oppressive tax practices were protested in the city about this 
time (see below). The Jews were expelled from the city in AD 49 under Claudius (as 
Paul would have known through Prisc[ill]a and Aquila؛ Acts 18:2) and had appar- 
ently returned again under Nero before Paul wrote Romans (cf Rom 16:3-5), which 
would have greatly affected the C0ngregati0n.22 Christian assemblies that looked like 
synagogues to the Romans may have enjoyed some Jewish privileges23 but may also 
have been despised on that accoum.24 Those that did not look like synagogues received 
no such leniency, and some were charged with practicing “foreign religion”—a high 
crime.25 Further, some in Paul’s audience may have assumed that the Messiah’s resur- 
rection meant the imminent routing of pagan rule (cf Acts 1:6), that sejwing the Lord 
meant acknowledging “God alone as ruler and governor,”26 or even that donning the 
armor of God meant preparing for historico-eschatological holy war (cf lQM).27

Paul speaks directly of these Roman authorities, “not merely of authority in gen- 
eral or government in the ideal.”28 Nor does he appear to distinguish between official 
and office here, έξουσία can be abstract or refer to spheres of authority but, in the plu- 
ral, coupled with ύπφέχω and in the context of taxpaying (w. 6-7), certainly includes 
and likely refers to the “being who exercises authority.’’29 The people currently in posi- 
tions of power have been put there by God (v. lb). Paul is calling the high officials of 
Rome God’s secant and ministers (w. 4, 6). Though Rome may act unjustly (as Paul 
knew from imprisonments and beatings with Roman “rods”2 ؛ Cor 6:525 ,11:23 ؛) and 
may use its sword cruelly in the enforcement of taxes (as Philo protested, spec. 2.92-95؛ 
3.159-163), Paul calls for submission to the Roman authorities because (not insofar as) 
they are God’s servant, specifically “devoted” to collecting taxes (v. 6) and maintaining 
what one might call “moral order” by deterring wrongdoing and rewarding good (w. 
 cf 1 Pet 2:14-15). The fact that he describes Rome thus suggests that this moral ؛3-4
order should be understood quite broadly, but still attests to Paul’s conviction about its 
positive role in God’s providential economy.

3. This text does acknowledge violent, penal capacities of state government.
A second ground Paul provides for submission to these authorities is that “rul- 

ers are not a terror to good work but to evil” (v. 3).3٥ Those who do good can expect 
commendation, but evildoers should fear, for that authority “does not bear the sword in 
vain؛ for it is God’s vengeful servant to bring wrath upon one who does evil” (v. 4). At 
first glance readers often infer that the “sword” evokes the image of “the actual sword 
in the hands of the executioner who inflicts the death penalty on criminals.’’3٦ This is 
overconfident in view of lexical and historical data. Those select officials who held such 
authority bore the distinctive xijfoj as a sign thereof 32 The ma,caira (the short sword 
of which Paul speaks here) was worn by legionaries,33 patrolling soldiers (Mk 14:43,
48 and parallel؛ Acts 16:27), and even private individuals (Lk 22:36, 38). In this light, 
the image of the “sword” Paul evokes may point less to Rome’s threat of official capital 
punishment than to coercive (and often abusive) patrols of soldiers. It may also allude
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to the threat of force against those who refused to pay taxes since, in Alexandria at least, 
the Roman soldiers who accompanied tax collectors were referred to as “sword-bearers” 
(μαχοαροφόροι), which makes particular sense in view of verses 6-7.34

Still, tax enforcers did occasionally coerce with the threat of death. Further, in 
Christian contexts μάχοαρα was used at least metonymically for governmental execution 
(Acts 12:1),35 and the evocation of the “sword” as a deterrent need not exclude execution 
even if this is not its primary reference. Paul’s language and logic indicate that a coercive 
mà punitive capacity belongs to Rome and that this should deter evildoing. As one com- 
mentator summarizes: “The phrase does not, then, directly refer to the infliction of the 
death penalty؛ but in the context of first-centuty Rome, and against the OT background 
(Gn 9:4-6), Paul would clearly include the death penalty in the state’s panoply of pun- 
ishments for wrongdoing.’’36 This should not be denied. However, those who apply this 
verse without further discussion as a command that all governments must employ the 
death penalty should interpret with nuance, for Paul’s reference to the “sword” would 
have also encompassed other uses and abuses of force by patrolling soldiers.37

4. This text is not addressed to the authorities, but only speaks of them to 
Christians.

At no point in this passage does Paul speak to the Roman government. This 
passage focuses solely on the duty of Christians toward the state, not on their duty as 
enforcers or legislators within the state. They are not conceived as overlapping identi- 
ties. We might expect that, had a prefect asked Paul what he must do to be saved, he 
would have responded with his own words in Acts 16:31, perhaps adding a call to do 
justice (like the Baptist’s in Lk 3:13-14). But Paul does not address such a constitu- 
ency, probably because no such consistency existed. Whereas Paul’s imprisonment for 
Christ was a witness to those in the imperial guard (Phil 1:13؛ cf 4:22), there was likely 
no magistrate in the tenement churches of Rome at this time.38 “The possibility that 
Christians, who had absolutely no political influence, could one day insist successfully 
on a humane form of government corresponding with the demands of the gospel—and 
could then even bring this about—does not yet lie in the field of vision of the New 
Testament texts.”39

Failing words directly addressing the state, one might have expected the affir- 
mation of God’s lordship to occasion a warning directed at the state, a turn taken in 
some Jewish literature (e.g., Wis 6:3-5). But Paul only speaks to Christians. Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer summarizes well: “It is once again Christians who are addressed here, not 
the authority. . . . Paul does not intend to instruct the Christian community about the 

عل 0؟  Aie \η aâÉy, Wt Vïïstaà only deals unth the tasks of the Christian coran- 
nity toward authority.”40 Paul does not here add “an important word about the diligence 
which is required in magistrates.”41 He does not give permission or instruction to the 
Roman authorities at all. He does not address a Christian’s duty in the case that he 
holds a position of authority within government. Paul teaches about the place of the 
state in God’s economy to an exhortative conclusion, that maintaining peace with out- 
siders in obedience to God entails paying tribute and honor to Rome.
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5. Paul emphasizes taxpaying as a concrete application of this teaching.
When reading and appropriating the teaching of the epistles, in passages where 

an inspired writer provides an application of the teaching he has promulgated, we must 
not be satisfied with only understanding the doctrine assumed or communicated, but 
must also attend to the perlocution that the author explicitly stated that doctrine should 
effect. Such conclusions should also be applied among US if we are to be faithful to the 
doctrinal content communicated.

As the specific, argued prohibition of vengeance in 12:19-21 emphasized one 
(likely controversial) expression of the exhortation to live at peace with all (12:18), so 
Paul’s argument that all must submit to the state for the sake of fear and conscience 
leads to a direct (and certainly controversial) concrete application: Christians must pay 
taxes to Caesar (13:6-7).42 Taxation was a particularly sensitive issue then as now. In 
AD 58 public protests were made against a new vectigal tax (Gk. τέλος), now to be col- 
lected in addition to the tributum (Gk. φόρος), protests which were likely preceded by 
a period of resentment and resistance.43 Closer to home for Paul, taxation was a sensi- 
tive theological topic in consejwative Jewish circles, of which he and his audience would 
likely have been aware. Despite some privileges, taxation remained to them a sign of 
subjugation, and for some it became a litmus test of allegiance to God—one posed to 
Jesus (Mk 12:13-17 and paraUels).44

Paul here asserts, based on the authorities’ role in God’s economy, that 
Christians must submit by paying both taxes—the tributum (φόρος) and the vectigal 
(τέλος, V. 7).45 He does not command this on the grounds that it gives needed financial 
support to (only) the good tasks of government, but as a duty owed (όφ^ι,λη)—and this 
to a regime that publicly used its funds for idolatrous and immoral purposes. This is a 
necessary realization of the submissive and respectful posture (“fear and honor”) Paul 
commands in verse 7 out of which Christians render duties to all.46 Christians’ devo- 
tion to the Living God meant precisely that they must pay all taxes to Rome, which was 
the direct opposite of what a growing number of Jews thought people whose God was 
“Lord” should do and of what many Romans thought was fair. In the inspired apostle’s 
mind, this teaching about the state enjoins Christians to pay their taxes despite theo- 
logical or economic objection. This presumably does not prohibit Christians as taxpay- 
ers from other forms of (respectful) dissent, but there appears to be no room here for 
outright refusal to pay taxes.

6. Paul does not here depart from Old Testament, Jewish, and apocalyptic atti- 
tudes toward pagan regimes.

In understanding the implications Paul may have intended or not intended with 
his statement that governmental authorities are “put in place by God” and are his “ser- 
vants,” it will be fruitful to note that this sentiment was nothing new, but is continu- 
ous with Old Testament and later Jewish literature as well (barring some extremists). 
This position was held during Israel’s monarchic period (Prv 8:15-1621:1 ؛) and was 
maintained when God’s people were under pagan rule—the latter of which provides a 
situation more comparable to Paul’s and our own. Jeremiah is commissioned to tell for
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eign kings (and Zedekiah) that God is sovereign over rulers and puts them in place as 
he wills, and that he now wills their submission to Nebuchadnezzar (Jer 27:1-15). The 
book of Daniel witnesses several such sentiments, where it is the Lord who puts people 
in places of authority (Dn 2:21; 4:17, 25, 32).

Consequently, the people are to pray for their pagan rulers, a position Paul 
maintains (1 Tm 2:1-4). This is the express content of Jeremiah’s letter to the exiles, 
in which they were commanded to “seek the peace [שלום] of the city into which I exiled 
you, and pray to Yahweh on its behalf, for in its peace will be your own” (Jer 29:7). 
Accordingly, prayers were offered twice daily for “Caesar and the people of Rome” up 
to the outbreak of the first Jewish Revolt in AD 66.47 This was later preserved in the 
Mishnah, echoing Jeremiah: “Pray for the peace [שלום] of the ruling power, without fear 
of which men would have swallowed each other alive٠”48

However, this axiom that all governmental rule was under God’s power and 
put in place by him alone was never understood to exonerate rulers of wickedness or 
imply that their actions and policies are things God wanted his people to emulate or 
participate in. Even when its policies contribute to good order and deter wrongdoing, 
“what goes for the state” does not necessarily go for God’s people. The books of Daniel, 
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Revelation all make the point that God asserts his lordship over 
pagan emperors and even puts particular rulers in place. But God’s lordship is exer- 
cised simultaneously through and against these rulers—for the good of the people, the 
judgment of the people, and often to the ruler’s own condemnation and the empire’s 
demise.

In John’s Apocalypse, the state is one of the instruments through which God 
brings wrath upon the world in anticipation of the final judgment. As the first three 
seals are opened, riders are dispatched bringing imperialism, warfare, and economic 
upheaval (Rv 6:1-6). It is the ten “horns”—future kings that make war on the Lamb 
(17:12-14)—that destroy “Babylon,” “for God put it into their hearts to carry out his 
intention, to be of singular purpose and hand their reign over to the Beast until the 
words of God are firlfilled” (17:17). John conceives of the state simultaneously as God’s 
instrument and as an enemy of Christ and Christians, one that will be judged and 
destroyed. The Beast is even allowed to “make war on the saints and to conquer them” 
by the power received from these kingdoms, a prophecy that calls for continued perse- 
veranee and faith (13:7, 10; 14:12; cf. chs. 2-3).

A similar perspective can be found in the Scriptures of Israel that nurtured the 
faith of Paul and John alike. Assyria to which the Israelites turned for protection 
when their faith in God failed49—is both God’s powerful instrument and the wicked 
empire against which God will vindicate himself and his people- Yahweh calls Assyria 
“the rod of my anger—the staff in their hands is my indignation!” But Assyria is bent 
only on destruction and filled with a pride for which God, who used this empire’s pride 
and malice to carry out the curses of his covenant, will also judge it (Is 10:5-19; cf 2 
Kgs 19:27-28). The pagan empire is God’s instrument to punish iniquity and is simul- 
taneously opposed to the true God, for which God will punish it after his purposes have 
been fulfilled.
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Babylon also bears the "sword” of Yahweh to make war (Ez 30:24-25). The 
Lord calls its emperor Nebuchadnezzar “my seiwant” (Jer 25:9; 27:6; 43:10). He is 
even rewarded by God for his “service” (LXX λειτουργία, Ez 29:20; cf Rom 13:6!). 
Such language certainly witnesses to God’s authority over and use of Babylon but, for 
the biblical authors, still did not imply that their policies revealed God’s will for his 
people’s behavior, as the episode with Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael attests (Dn 3).50 
Nor did it mean that God’s people, when in positions of governmental authority, were 
permitted to follow the norms and expectations Babylon had of its authorities (Dn 1;
6). God raised up Egypt, but will judge it for its pride (Ez 29:4; cf chs. 29-32). And 
the consummate enemy, projected onto “Gog” of “Magog,” God will raise up against 
his people only to destroy them, to get glory over them and save his own (Ez 38:4; 
see chs. 38-39; cf Ex 9:16). In John’s vision, that enemy is the summation of earth’s 
distant kingdoms, whose rage against God and his saints—prompted by God himself— 
will usher in the judgment day and the final defeat of all evil.5٦

In the book of Daniel, God “has given the kingdom, the power, the might, 
and the gloty” and even “human beings, wherever they live” to Nebuchadnezzar (Dn 
2:37-38). Still, the pride and self-deification of the king (3:18, 28; 4:30) bring God’s 
judgment upon him (4:25; cf. 5:18-28) and his councilmen (6:7, 24). God exercised 
his authority over and in these rulers to vindicate his people and to spread his renown.52 
One can even say that God’s provision of order and commendation through this pagan 
regime makes it a “secant for your good” in the way Paul describes Rome. But this did 
not entail that God established Babylon eternally or that he exercised his authority over 
Babylon to the exclusion of the other kingdoms in the world. Daniel’s vision sees one 
kingdom rise after another until God holds court and vindicates his people against these 
empires (Dn 7; cf 2:36-45). There is still evil to be done by these kings (11:27, 36), 
and even the saints will suffer worse things by their hand (8:24; 12:7). But God will 
assuredly vindicate those who endure in faithfulness.

I contend that Paul evinces the same attitude toward the Roman Empire even in 
Romans 13:1-7. Paul, here as elsewhere, stands firmly grounded in these Christ-events 
and the promises God has confirmed, and in that always looks and moves forward in 
expectation and hope.53 Like his prophetic forerunners, Paul reminds the Romans, who 
need encouragement in suffering (cf Rom 5:3-5; 8:18, 35-36), that God is even now 
in control of all and moving all things toward his goal (esp. Rom 8:18-39). And here 
he reminds them that this is true even regarding the authorities of Rome. Christians 
are therefore to submit to them and fervently love their neighbors in anticipation of 
their eschatological vindication. Some might argue that Paul has a more positive view 
of God’s use for pagan regimes than, say, John in Revelation, but this likely reflects a 
difference in genre and purp0se.54 The genius of the apocalyptic genre is to “pull back 
the curtain” on what God is doing and will do in his authority in the present age (often 
with reference to pagan political powers) to ultimately deliver his people and judge the 
world; Paul, on the other hand, is making a concrete application of what that world- 
view means for Christian behavior toward the state in this aeon of suffering and hope.55 

Paul knows and professes that through pagan rulers like Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus,
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and Nero, God benefits his people and deters maleficence. But he also knows that Rome 
crucified the Lord of glory (1 Cor 2:8) and that all powers and authorities—natural and 
supernatural—are defeated and will be destroyed under Christ’s banner (Col 2:15).56 
Paul can hold the position that governments deter wrongdoing and reward good as 
God’s servants while still maintaining that God has asserted his lordship against theirs 
in the death and resurrection of Christ, in which the baptized share (Rom 6:3-11). It is 
this twofold biblical conviction that allows him both to command taxpaying and honor 
for the state as God’s servant for this purpose (Rom 13) and to say that, when Christians 
use the state’s legal system in disputes with each other, they sin and misunderstand their 
identity in Christ (1 Cor 6). There, Paul does not commend them for peaceably taking 
their concerns to the systems God’s “servant” set up for settling disputes. Instead, he 
shames them: it is deplorable not only that there are quarrels between Christians (v. 7), 
but that they are going to the pagan court against each other for redress (w. 5-6a). Paul 
simply asks, with a logic that can come only from the wisdom of the cross, “Why not 
rather be wronged?” (v. 7). Legal structures in the hands of government are divine means 
of preseiwing order, but even these are not all in sync with the identity of believers, who 
are to follow Christ in dying and even being willingly wronged rather than using legali- 
ties to assert their rights against their brothers and sisters.

Conclusion
Peter Stuhlmacher writes that Paul’s posture toward governmental authorities can 

be thought of in terms of distance and tolerance.57 But Paul’s valuation of them suggests 
that we add honor as well. We may conclude with a broad sketch of these, making no 
claim to comprehensiveness. It is hoped that these will provide a helpful rubric as we 
continue to consider our calling as Christians in America.

Distance is simply assumed between Christians and the state. Distance Oper- 
ates from the knowledge that, no matter one’s national context, our identity is found 
first and last in Christ. Though a Christian lives in two kingdoms she or he is still one 
Christian, and is called to follow Christ in both. In any vocation, we are to promulgate 
the righteous, impractical, and suffering love of God revealed in Christ and to embody 
it toward one another within the world. Distance allows US to set our focus here first— 
in private actions, in our interactions with those whom we deem our opponents, and 
in our public advocacy. Distance also allows the Christian to evaluate the state critically 
as one who is, in a sense, an outsider-one who makes use of his temporary home but 
holds on loosely to the structures of the present age, which will pass away (cf 1 Cor 
7:31). This provides space for a discerning, repentant, prayerful submission to God’s 
specific revelation on every issue—regardless of labels, rhetoric, and partisanship—to see 
what is mandated and what is forbidden, what is merely permissible and what is in line 
with the Spirit and the new creation (Gal 5:25; 6:16). Such discernment is called for 
even in matters that are legal and contribute to good order, lest we be rebuked like the 
Corinthians for assuming that civil norms and Christian ethics automatically coincide.

Within this assumed distance, we come to tolerance. Tolerance operates from the 
confidence that in good and bad governments, God is in control and working all things
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to the judgment of sin and the vindication of those in Christ. This allows US to refuse 
aggressive revolt even when wronged, outraged, or dissatisfied. It allows Christians even 
in hostile political environments to make use of citizen’s rights when they are not out of 
sync with our identity, as Paul did in Acts. Tolerance provides space for the Christian to 
live as a sojourner in the present age under God’s providence, living at home in this age 
and among its powers until they "command what God forbids or forbid what God com- 
mands,”58 in which case we must "obey God rather than people” (Acts 5:29; cf AC XVI).

Honor is the more positive side of this same coin. Lest we think we need only 
“grin and bear” the state, God calls US to actively honor the authorities he has put in 
place over US. With confidence in God’s providence, honor recognizes that governmen- 
tal authorities are ordained by God “for your good” and calls US to support them—by 
paying taxes even when they are felt illegitimate, by praying for the authorities even 
when we would consider them our enemies or even God’s. Honor recognizes the posi- 
tive function for government within God’s economy, especially in preserving order.
And honoring the authority precisely as God’s “servant” means that we should, without 
spite, expect God to use this servant for his glory, perhaps in the ways he has done in 
the past. God raises these servants up to destroy them by others and show his power.
He allows them to persecute and test the fidelity of his people, providing the church 
an opportunity for dissent and witness (even martyrdom) within the world. God gives 
them over to the nation’s own sins, filling up the measure of their iniquity unto the 
judgment day. The authorities are God’s servant for good. But looking at the biblical 
witness that provides the context of Paul’s thought here, one realizes that, apart from 
broadly maintaining order, much of God’s intent for particular governments and politi- 
cal events lies in the realm of his hiddenness. We do not have access to his intent for 
our nation in these respects; what we do have is Christ Jesus—God’s revealed Word— 
and his claim on US, his people. It is by this Word that we know forgiveness, even for 
sins we commit in trying to discern how faithfulness should look in a given instance. 
And it is by this Word that we are daily called to repent of wrong actions and attitudes 
for the sake of our neighbor, as we seek to live out the conforming of our minds to the 
mind that was also in him.
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